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Introduction

Understand what a Supply Chain is

See how to use Supply Chain and 

Enterprise Architecture models

Appreciate the benefits and value of 

having multi-faceted and integrated 

models



What Is A Supply Chain?

A supply chain is a network of retailers, distributors, 
transporters, storage facilities, and suppliers that 
participate in the production, delivery, and sale of a 
product/service to the consumer.

Supplier Input
Internal 

Organization
Output Consumer

Typically made up of multiple 
companies that coordinate 
activities to set themselves 
apart from the competition



How Does Supply Chain Modeling 

Help?

Supply chains are too complex and difficult to 
understand without graphical representations and 
supporting documentation

Visualize boundaries and expose limits of 
understanding 

Communicate and share common understanding 
of process, responsibilities, and data exchange

Used in analysis to identify issues, mitigate risk, 
and optimize operations for cost and time 
efficiency 



Examples Of Supply Chain Failures



Poll Audience

Have you documented and can you 

communicate your end-to-end supply 

chain?

Yes

No



Managing Supply Chain 

Change
Supply chains need to be managed. 

• This involves handling and optimizing all the 

many complicated facets of the supply chain

• Product, Service, Information, and Financial 

Flows
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Internal 
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Supply Chain Modeling Challenges

Complexity

Where to start?

• Use SCOR

Tools to use?

Model maintenance – current/future state

Data quality and definitions

Data exchange and interfaces



Supply Chain Operations 

Reference Model (SCOR)

Originally developed in 1996 by PRTM, a 

management consulting subsidiary of 

PwC.



Supply Chain Modeling And Usage

• Strategic intent and promisesStrategy

• Optimize resources to deliver on 
promisesDesign

• Resource and stock planning 
based on demand forecastsPlanning

• Measuring 
performanceExecution



Supply Chain Lifecycle

Define Supply Chain 
Strategy And 

Segmentation

Correlate Supply 
Chain Segment With 
Business Capabilities

Capture Processes 
and Map To 
Capabilities

Define 
Data/Information 

Flows

Align Internal 
Stakeholders To 

Processes

Align External 
Stakeholders To 

Processes

IT Alignment To 
Support Supply 

Chain



Data Driven Organizations

The Product/Service flow includes 
moving goods from supplier to 
consumer, as well as dealing 
with customer service needs.

The Information flow includes 
order information and delivery 
status.

The Financial flow includes 
payment schedules, credit terms, 
and additional arrangements
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Internal 

Organization
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The Importance Of Data Flow

Good data management and integration is vital

• Metadata definitions

• Data mappings

Considerations of information exchange between 
parties in the supply chain

• Data flow – time, content, and direction

• Lineage – transformation, aggregation, extraction,  

• Data format – structured/unstructured

• Regulatory compliance - especially personal data

• Security – especially global supply chains



Model Visualizations

Using a modeling tool



Capability Model

Provides a foundation 
for management to 

Make assessments 
of fitness of function

View issues 

Prioritize 
improvement 
opportunities

Determine service 
level agreements



Process View - Hierarchy

Facilitate enterprise 
collaboration with a single 
source of process truth

Analyze processes to 
identify gaps, inefficiencies, 
redundancies, and 
opportunities for 
improvement



Process Map – Plan Supply Chain

Detailed process flow to
• Achieve competitive differentiation

• Identify gaps, inefficiencies, redundancies, 
and opportunities for improvement

• Define standard operating procedures



Organizational View

Define the supply chain 
participants and owners



Matrices – RACI
Understand the supply chain participants level of involvement and responsibility



Global Sourcing Map

Define the supply chain operating 
locations

• Distribution centers

• Sourcing locations

• Business operations

Understand potential for impact of 
• Natural disasters: Floods, 

hurricanes, drought

Geopolitical factors: 
• Sanctioned countries and suppliers

• Legal jurisdictions

• Regulatory requirements



Systems View

Understand the IT systems, networks,  and their integrations that exist to support the 
operations of the supply chain



Supply Chain Analysis

Capability
• to examine ability to execute supply chain

Process flow
• to examine the flow of materials, information and how 

demand is managed.

Cost driver
• to help see all the cost drivers and where they are 

introduced into the network.

Value
• to look for where and how value is introduced or added, 

where innovation might come from or how quality is 
created, assured or possible.

Risk 
• to see where risk lies or is introduced.

Corporate Social Responsibility
• to examine the network specifically for CSR impacts or 

potential risks against a corporate policy or framework



Impact/Dependency Analysis

Determine impact and dependencies between model components to assess extent of 
potential changes



Effective Supply Chain Management

Customer service expectations

Cost control

Planning & risk management

Supplier & partner relationship 

management and innovation

Communication and information flow

Reputation and corporate social 

responsibility (CSR)



Poll Audience

How are you documenting and visualizing 

your supply chain today?

• None

• MS Office

• Visio

• Opensource/Freeware

• Other



Questions & Answers



Conclusion

Prepare for the unexpected:

Competitive market forces

Changes in customer 
expectations

Natural disasters: Floods, 
hurricanes, drought,…

Geopolitical factors: 
Sanctioned countries and 
suppliers, Government 
shutdown, Brexit,…

To be able to respond and be in control of your 
supply chain you need transparent and 

documented end-to-end supply chain models.



Next Steps

For an In-Depth Demonstration of any 
of the erwin suite

• Visit
- www.sandhill.co.uk

- www.sandhillconsultants.com

• Or Contact:

- EMEA 
- info@sandhill.co.uk

- Simon.Carter@sandhill.co.uk

- +44 (0) 1476 568 708

- North America 
- Robert.Lutton@sandhillconsultants.com

- +1 905 847 5882

Follow our social media for 
the latest Sandhill/erwin info 
& helpful tips/tricks etc.

@sandhillconsult

@sandhillNA

linkedin.com/company/

sandhill-consultants-ltd
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